Partial atomic charges describe the distribution of electron density in a molecule, and therefore they provide clues regarding the chemical behaviour of molecules. Atomic charges are frequently used in molecular modelling applications such as molecular dynamics, docking, conformational searches, binding site prediction, etc. Recently, partial atomic charges have also become popular chemoinformatics descriptors \[[@B1]\].

Partial atomic charges cannot be determined experimentally, and they are also not quantum mechanical observables. For this reason, many different methods have been developed for their calculation. These charge calculation methods can be divided into two main groups, namely quantum mechanical (QM) approaches and empirical approaches. QM approaches provide accurate charges, but they are very slow and therefore not feasible for large sets of molecules. Empirical charges can be calculated quickly and their accuracy is similar to QM, making empirical charges more appropriate for chemoinformatics applications. A very useful empirical charge calculation method is EEM (Electronegativity Equalization Method) \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. This method provides charges comparable to the QM approach for which the given EEM model was parameterized. The weak point of this empirical method, as well as of other empirical methods, is the necessity for parameterization, and also the insufficient coverage of currently available EEM model parameters.

In our work, we first analysed, how applicable are currently published EEM parameters in chemoinformatics. Specifically, how many molecules from databases of known organic compounds (Pubchem, ZINC, Drugbank etc.) they can cover. We found, the coverage is about 50-75%. We would like to show a methodology for preparation of parameters with higher coverage (\>95% of molecules) and also its results.
